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1  Abstract

The goal of this project is to build and experiment with a machine 
to mechanically draw images and incorporate an external user. This 
concept is inspired by the Turtle Robot, a small robot on wheels with a 
pen that follows simple instructions to draw out a path [1]. Expanding 
from this simple idea, this project involves building a machine that 
controls a pen by hanging it from two strings, the lengths of which 
are controlled by motors. This machine is based on several other 
projects, including Sandy Noble’s “Polargraph” [2], Harvey Moon’s 
“Drawing Machine” [3], and Jürg Lehni and Uli Franke’s “Hektor” 
[4]. The secondary goal of this project is to add interactivity to control 
the graphical input in such a way that people of all ages can use the 
machine themselves.

2  Introduction

Machines are built for a variety of purposes: automating, simplifying, 
optimizing, building, destroying, transporting, etc. However, it is 
generally less common for a machine to be built with the sole purpose 
of creating art. Multipurpose machines like printing presses and 
computers are used by artists and designers, but engineering can also 
be the art itself rather than just a tool.

The inspiration for doing an art-related mechanical project came from 
Tim Van Hook and his presentation of the sculptures and machines he 
builds [5]. His work uses physics and mechanics in creative ways that 
are entertaining for the viewer. Similarly, the Turtle robot is a concept 
that visualizes computer programming and geometry with a robot that 
drives a pen around on a surface. Seymour Papert from MIT developed 
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an educational programming language called Logo in 1967, which 
centered around making lines with sequential and looped instructions 
[6]. This led to the development of physical “Turtle Robots” to actually 
draw images and patterns using Logo or other code [1].

Since the Turtle Robot was created, there have been many variations 
of drawing machines. The particular machine that has inspired this 
project most directly has no official name, but has been created by 
many people. The basic version of this machine uses a pen that rests 
against a vertical drawing surface. The pen is pulled down by gravity, 
and hangs from two strings/cables. These cables are attached in the 
top two corners of the surface to two motors, which can shorten and 
lengthen these cables with a simple pulley-like system. The motors are 
connected to some kind of controller that runs a program to control the 
length of the cables, dragging the pen across the surface. This creates 
a somewhat double polar system to control the pen, unlike the typical 
Cartesian system used in most cases. From this basic concept, there 
have been many variations. Harvey Moon’s version, which he calls 
simply “Drawing Machine,” was shown at the Maker Faire Bay Area 
2011. It takes photographs and creates a detailed, randomized pen 
drawing [7]. Similarly, Sandy Noble created what he calls “Polargraphs” 
using a very similar machine that converts shaded images to intricate 
detailed patterns [2]. The most interesting version of this machine was 
made by Jürg Lehni and Uli Franke and is known as “Hektor.” It uses a 
can of spray paint instead of a pen to create large installations on any 
wall. Hektor is designed to be easily moved and set up for installation 
art, and was even displayed at the New York MoMA [4].
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Figure 1: Sandy Noble’s Polargraph design [2].
 

Figure 2: Harvey Moon’s Drawing Machine [3]. 
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Figure 3: Hektor drawing machine at New York MoMA [4].

Each of these versions is slightly different from the others, and this 
project aims to create yet another original variation. In Harvey Moon’s 
Maker Magazine video interview, he briefly mentions that his Drawing 
Machine “makes choices,” which can be based on things such as wind 
[3]. Stemming from this idea, this drawing machine project aims 
to add more levels of interactivity and other input into the drawing 
process. Unlike the other hanging pen drawing machines mentioned 
before, this will not use a pre-constructed image. It will use a computer 
program that translates user input into pen movements. Similar to 
the famous Etch-a-Sketch toy, two knob potentiometers provide 
input to the circuit that controls the stepper motors. The full range 
of the potentiometers is converted to move the strings between their 
minimum and maximum length.
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3  Drawings and Diagrams

 
Figure 4: Drawing machine basic setup summary drawing. Cords for hanging 
pen holder not shown. 
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Figure 5: Sprocket and pen holder design details with dimensions.

The design for this machine is shown in Figure 4. The pen holding 
device hangs by two beaded cords (strings with equally spaced plastic 
beads fixed), which then hang over the sprockets like pulleys and are 
connected to counterweights. These are not shown in the diagram, and 
neither is the wiring for the two stepper motors. 
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As the stepper motor turns, the sprocket (detailed in Figure 5) has 
geared ridges that grip the beaded cord and finely adjust the position 
of the cord, pulling on the hanging pen holder. The stepper motors 
each have four controlling wires that are connected to the output of 
an H-Bridge motor driver circuit shown below in Figure 6. The circuit 
shown is repeated using a second H-bridge and two additional Arduino 
outputs to control the second stepper motor.

 
Figure 6: Stepper motor driver circuit. Two Arduino output pins connect to H-bridge 
inputs 1 and 4, and are inverted and connected to matching pairs 2 and 3 respectively. 
External motor power is controlled by H-bridge logic to run the stepper motor.
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Figure 7: Controller box design. Knob potentiometers connect to wires inside the box 
that pass through the box to connect to the dual potentiometer circuit. Small hole on 
the top for an LED connected to the potentiometer power to indicate the machine is on.
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Figure 8: Dual potentiometer input to Arduino. Variable voltage output from 
potentiometer splits part of current to ground and part into the serial input ports 
on the Arduino.

To control the motors, a simple controller was designed that consists 
of two knob-type potentiometers that have a range of roughly 300 
degrees. The output voltage is fed into the analog input ports on the 
Arduino microcontroller so that the program can read in the position 
of the knobs and determine how the motors should move. The output 
wire from the potentiometer is run from inside the box (under the 
knobs) through the back hole, and then long wires carry the output to 
the main circuit board and Arduino. The controller box itself was laser 
cut using ¼ inch wood, and the name “Polar Sketch” was engraved in 
the side and top (not shown in Figure 7). 

The code is uploaded to the Arduino and can be seen in Appendix B.
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4  Theory

This drawing machine can be divided into four main physical 
components. The first is simply the drawing surface. This could be a 
whiteboard, a large piece of paper, or anything with a matching drawing 
utensil. For this project a wooden board was used where pieces of 
paper can be pinned. The second part is the hanging fixture that holds 
a pen, pencil, marker, etc. The third is the motors that control the cable 
lengths. The fourth is the “brain” or controller for these motors and 
user input.

To accurately control the position of the pen, there needs to be fine 
control over the motors. There are two motors with the potential to 
provide the user this level of fine control: the servo and the stepper. For 
this project, it is important to fully understand the differences between 
the two types of motors.

The main advantage of a servo motor is direct feedback of the rotor’s 
position. This is accomplished by gearing a potentiometer inside the 
motor that monitors the angle of the axle. When the motor turns, the 
resistance of the potentiometer changes, and this can be read by the 
controller. As a result, the controller can be sure that the motor is at a 
specific position. The total range of the potentiometer, however, limits 
the range of motion of the servo motor. Servo motors generally can 
have highly precise movement within 180 or 360 degrees only.

A stepper motor is an electric motor that uses a series of electromagnetic 
coils to turn the rotor a fixed amount when these coils are pulsed in 
a specific sequence. The interior of the motor has notches that cause 
the motor to turn a precise number of “steps.” Unlike a servo, there is 
no feedback for the controller. This means that the controller does not 
know if the motor actually moved the specified amount or whether 
something prevented it from doing so.

Based on this research, I chose to use stepper motors and an Arduino 
Uno as the controller. In order to allow for bi-directional control of a 
stepper motor from an Arduino, there must be a motor driving circuit 
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[8]. This serves three main functions: to enable the current to move in 
both directions, to separate the motor power from the Arduino output 
voltage, and to simplify the number of output wires needed from the 
Arduino. The circuit uses an H-bridge in order to switch the direction 
of current and uses a separate power supply for the motors (see Figure 
9). This is important because the motors draw far too much current to 
be powered by the Arduino itself. The stepper motors are bipolar, so 
they have four wires, however they can be seen as two pairs of wires 
each controlling one coil. Within each pair, when one wire is at a high 
voltage, the other must be low. Using this information, it is apparent 
that the Arduino does not need to control all four wires; instead, a hex 
NOT gate chip can be used to invert one Arduino output and control 
each wire pair with only one Arduino output pin. The same system is 
repeated for the second motor.

 
Figure 9: Tom Igoe’s Circuit diagram for using two Arduino outputs into an H-bridge 
to control a stepper motor. The resistor and transistor system could be replaced with a 
hex NOT-gate as shown in Figure 6. [8] 
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5  Results

The first goal of this project was to create a machine that would create 
some unique type of art by mechanical means. The secondary goal was 
to design the machine in such a way that it could be used by anyone 
with little to no explanation. After the final machine was completed 
it was tested at the Menlo Maker Faire to see how it would perform 
with countless users of various ages. The users were observed as they 
experimented with the machine and the results were fairly consistent. 
People who had not been shown the machine before were unaware, 
and even surprised when they were told that they themselves could 
control the pen with the controller. Once they experimented with 
turning the knobs, people discovered that drawing something they 
would normally doodle by hand was nearly impossible. This caused 
them to come up with new patterns.

The paper on the drawing board was kept unchanged while several 
different users tried the machine and the color of the felt pen was 
switched occasionally. This resulted in pieces that were collaborative, 
the combined creation of several different members of the Menlo 
community. Examples of the pieces are shown below in Figures 10 
through 13.

There are a few things to note from the images. A repeating element is 
the arc, which results from keeping one motor stationary while moving 
the other. This was more common when users would use the machine 
one handed, and could not turn both knobs at the same time. The large 
dots/circles result from the felt pen staying completely stationary, often 
when nobody was using the machine and the pen was not removed.

From these images it can be concluded that the machine was a success. 
It created unique abstract images by mechanical means and operated 
entirely at the hands of a variety of community members of all ages.
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Figure 10: The first piece created at the Menlo Maker Faire. This was a combination of 
more than five different users (each user used a different color).
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Figure 11: A simpler image created at the Menlo Maker Faire by a single user who was 
particularly interested with the machine (switched color once).
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Figure 12: Example piece created by multiple people at the Menlo Maker Faire. 
Dark circular dots indicate the pen was left stationary in one position.
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Figure 13: An example piece that includes an attempt to intentionally draw something. 
The word “HI” can be seen on the left side of the page. 
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7  Appendices

7.1  Appendix A: Parts list

Part Description Purpose Approximate Price Source

Arduino Uno Main controller for 
motors and input

$30 Borrow from lab

Breadboard Hold stepper 
motor circuitry

$2 Borrow from lab

2 Stepper motors
Jameco 395567

Adjust hanging cable 
lengths to move pen

$15 each Jameco

2 H-Bridges  
SN754410 [10]

Drive stepper motors $3 each Sparkfun

Jumper Wires For circuitry and 
connecting motors
and Arduino

$10 Available in lab

Whiteboard Testing drawing surface Already owned Brought from 
home

Beaded cord 
(Window blinds cable)

Cable to hang pen with 
and control with motors

$10 Blindsparts.com

7.2  Appendix B: Arduino Code

//Arduino Stepper Library
#include <Stepper.h>

//Steps in one revolution of motor
const int stepsPerRevolution = 200;

//initialize the stepper library on pins 8 through 11
Stepper stepperL(stepsPerRevolution, 8, 9);       
Stepper stepperR(stepsPerRevolution, 10, 11);
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//Radius of Sprocket (measured in cm)
const double radius = 5.0;

//Distance between two motors
const double width = 52.0;

//Height of board
const double height = 46.0;

//Variable to store current string lengthes
double leftStr;
double rightStr;

//Constants for the max, min, and range of motion for strings
const double strMin = 25;
const double strMax = 45;
const double strRange = strMax - strMin;

//Default motor speed
const int defaultSpeed = 60;

//Set Analog input pins
const int analogInL = A0 ;
const int analogInR = A1;

//Sensitivity of pots to motor movement
//(difference in percentage before stepping motor)
const double sensitivity = .01;

//Max and min values for analog input
const int analogMax = 1011;
const int analogMin = 1;
int sensorValueL = 0;
int sensorValueR = 0;



void setup() {

 // set the speed at 60 rpm:
 stepperL.setSpeed(defaultSpeed);
 stepperR.setSpeed(defaultSpeed);
 
 //Initialize string lengthes to max
 //(calibrate by putting pen at bottom and reseting arduino)
 leftStr = strMax;
 rightStr = strMax;
}

void loop()
{
 //Read in potentiometer sensor values
 sensorValueL = analogRead(analogInL);
 sensorValueR = analogRead(analogInR);
 
 //Calculate percentage for sensors
 double potPercentL = 1.0 * sensorValueL / analogMax;
 double potPercentR = 1.0 * sensorValueR / analogMax;
 
 //Calculate current position percentage of string length
 double strLPercent = (leftStr - strMin)/strRange;
 double strRPercent = (rightStr - strMin)/strRange;
 
 //Amount to step motor in cm and setps
 double dist = sensitivity * strRange;
 int stepAmt = distToSteps(dist);
 //Move the
 if((strLPercent - potPercentL) > sensitivity)
 {
   stepperL.step(-stepAmt);
   leftStr -= dist;
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 }
 if((potPercentL - strLPercent) > sensitivity)
 {
   stepperL.step(stepAmt);
   leftStr += dist;
 }
 
 
 if((strRPercent - potPercentR) > sensitivity)
 {
   stepperR.step(-stepAmt);
   rightStr -= dist;
 }
 if((potPercentR - strRPercent) > sensitivity )
 {
   stepperR.step(stepAmt);
   rightStr += dist;
 }
}

int distToSteps(double dist) {
 double angleInRadians = dist / radius;
 int steps = round((angleInRadians /(2 * PI)) * stepsPerRevolution);  
 return steps;
}
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7.3  Appendix C: Pictures of Drawing Machine 

Figure 14: Pen holder hanging by beaded cord to sprocket and stepper motor.
 

Figure 15: Close look at stepper motor and 3D printed custom sprocket attachment.
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Figure 16: Stepper motor driving circuit.
 

Figure 17: Controller box final version with potentiometers and laser engraved wood.
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